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On May 17, 1954, Mr. Chief Justice Warren delivered the long-awaited opinion of the U.S. Supreme Court in the matter of Brown v. Board of Education:

Does segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of race, even though the physical facilities and other “tangible” factors may be equal, deprive the children of the minority group of equal educational opportunities? We believe that it does.

Immediately, the Associated Press sought to gauge public opinion on segregation, based on letters to newspaper editors in 15 southern cities. This was clearly an effort by AP to anticipate the responses to Brown of its southern membership, which then comprised nearly ten percent of AP’s national membership of 1,748 newspapers. The survey, as published in the Los Angeles Times in June 1954, found that the “Vox Populi is not very worked up,” and noted that the heaviest letter-writing—not surprisingly in opposition to Brown—had occurred in four cities: Richmond, Louisville, Dallas, and Little Rock.

It was in Little Rock, however, that the school integration struggle intensified. AP had maintained a correspondent in Little Rock since 1920, and now it had a fully-staffed bureau there under Keith Fuller, with day and night offices downtown at the Arkansas Democrat and Arkansas Gazette. But the certain escalation of the story following the second Brown decision required coordination across bureaus. “The year 1956 undoubtedly will be an active one on the racial segregation front in the South,” wrote AP Atlanta Chief of Bureau Lewis E. Hawkins to AP Executive Editor Alan J. Gould in December 1955. Hawkins asked New York for a “roundup look backward and forward early in the year.” His request went to bureaus in 19 southern cities and state capitols.

Some editors freely expressed concern that the coverage, to that point, lacked depth. On September 8, 1957, Coleman A. Harwell, editor of The Tennessean in Nashville, cabled Gould, “[Believe] it extremely important to expedite Pat Morin or some other top by liner to Little Rock. Situation building up to major show down we are not getting a helpful view of what is happening and why.” New York responded to Nashville’s urging. When violence marred the attempted enrollment of nine black students at Little Rock Central High School on September 23, 1957, Morin, a former war correspondent still at the top of his game, was on the scene and set a new standard for spot news reporting that earned him his second Pulitzer Prize. The same year, the Arkansas Gazette under Harry Ashmore won the Pulitzer for Public Service, “for demonstrating the highest qualities of civil leadership, journalistic responsibility and moral courage in the face of great public tension during the school integration crisis of 1957.” Ashmore also won a Pulitzer for his finely balanced editorials.

Assembled in this exhibit are materials drawn from the AP Corporate Archives that show how AP prepared for and covered Little Rock and its reverberations throughout the South. Also on view are letters from southern editors who opposed racial integration or at least its immediate implementation and found much to criticize in AP’s handling of the story. In measuring its response, AP faced a very difficult test of its mission to serve all members equally with objective, timely reporting. That it more than fulfilled its own expectations is evident from the documentary record. “Little Rock” has come to symbolize much more than civil strife in the cause of racial justice; it constitutes a touchstone and a legacy for journalists everywhere.
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